VISIONARY CLASSIC STYLE BINOCULARS All Visionary classic style binoculars feature :

Information and retail prices
8x40

7x50

November 200510x50

12x50

20x60

* Quality body construction with rubber armour

The ideal all round

Superb

A great general

A more powerful

Very powerful 20x

* High quality coated glass lenses and prisms
* Centre focussing, with large easy to use focus wheel
* Dioptre adjustment

binocular
8x magnification
with a 40mm lens

performance
in low
light makes the

purpose binocular
10x magnification
with 50mm

binocular for
long range work.
12x magnification

magnification
using large
60mm lenses

* Rubber eyecups, roll down for use with spectacles
* Centre tripod fitting,
* Case and strap

gives a great
combination
of power

Visionary 7x50
a good choice
for night sky

objective
lenses gives
high magnification

is ideal for aircraft
spotting and shipping,
yet can still be used

to increase brightness.
A fabulous binocular
for long range

* 10 year guarantee

brightness
comfort of use

watching
or low light

with a bright,
clear and stable

comfortably by hand.
However like

work.
Some users may find

and very wide
field of view

surveillance.

image.

all Visionary
Classic style
binoculars can be

20x magnificatin
too powerful for
hand held use

Use a 7x50

Use a 10x50

Use an 8x40 for
birdwatching,

for
astronomy,
marine,

for sports, racing
field and
countryside.

used on a tripod
if required.

however this model is
easily fitted to a tripod.

nature viewing,
outdoor, sports
and general purpose.

and low light
nature
observation.

An ideal tool for
surveyors
and land owners.

Use a 12x50 for
aircraft and ship
watching.

Use the 20x60
for long range
observation.

135x170x70mm
700g

178x180x80mm
850g

178x180x80mm
850g

178x180x80mm
850g

200x195x80mm
1100g

Visionary

Visionary

Visionary

Visionary

Visionary

8x40

7x50

10x50

12x50

20x60

£ 19.99

£ 20.99

£ 23.99

£ 26.99

£ 54.99

All offers made and goods supplied are subject to acceptance of Optical Hardware terms and conditions of trading. O&O.E. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Your statutory rights are not affected

